Disaster Recovery
Space

Benefits at a glance
—— Remove single points of failure
with hot standby sites
—— Prevent revenue loss
—— Eliminate business reputation loss
—— Maintain productivity with critical
operations running immediately
—— Spare yourself the stress and loss
of business likely experienced
after an office disaster
—— Support your business when it
matters most

Where and when it matters most,
working space and communications
within secure facilities for
business-critical personnel
Product features
—— Dedicated office space on standby,
with 24/7 access; shared space
available with 24/7 access
—— Network termination panels,
controllable temperature, carpet
flooring, standard office furniture,
and same N+1 power as supplied
in our data centres
—— Telephony and internet package
offerings
—— VDI service availability
—— Security badges with name of
company and picture of individual
—— Meeting room access and business
support (including AV set-up)
—— Comfort facilities such as
refrigerators, food-heating
equipment, and vending machines
—— Customers with dedicated space may
make changes to the Space with our
prior approval

Why Recovery Space?
As businesses rely increasingly on their
computer systems, the need to prevent
data from being damaged or lost
increases greatly. Many businesses know
this and prepare for it, for example, by
backing up systems and data in more
than one data centre.
But what about your people? If
your office is struck by any major
disruption, how do your people react
and continue to manage your business
productively? These questions highlight
the importance of having a Disaster
Recovery (DR) plan that covers the
practicalities of working life: a place is
needed for people to use systems, run
communications networks, and interact
with others to keep business going.
Recovery Assurance
Disaster Recovery Space provides your
business with assurance that, in the
event of a misfortune, replacement
equipment is installed, communications
are working, and people have a place
to gather and work. Complete your
DR contingency with office space
to augment your DR capabilities for
systems and data.
Ensure DR for your office with the same
levels of security and resilience you
expect in our data centres.

COLT DISASTER RECOVERY SPACE
Where and when it matters most
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About Colt
Colt is the information delivery platform, delivering integrated
network, data centre, voice and IT services. Customers include
18 of the top 25 bank and diversified financial groups and 19
out of the top 25 companies in both global media and telecoms
industries (Forbes 2000 list, 2014). In addition, Colt works with
over 50 exchange venues and 13 European central banks. Colt
operates in 28 countries across Europe, Asia and in the U.S.
with connections into over 200 cities globally and metropolitan
area networks in 47 cities. Colt operates 22 carrier-neutral data
centres in Europe and 7 in the Asia-Pacific region.

Colt recently completed the acquisition of KVH, an integrated
managed IT infrastructure and communications services
business, with headquarters in Tokyo and operations in Hong
Kong, Seoul and Singapore.

To arrange a consultation or to
discuss how Colt Disaster Recovery
Space can help you...
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...please contact us at:
dcsinfo@colt.net
or visit www.coltdatacentres.net
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